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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to create an alarm to monitor when a specific ESXi host in an HA/DRS cluster becomes
disconnected from other vSphere components like HA agents or the vCenter Server. 

Which process must the administrator use to accomplish this? 

A. Define a Host type alarm, monitor for the event Cannot connect host, and supply a conditional trigger on Host name
equal to a specific label. 

B. Define a Cluster type alarm, monitor for the event Cannot connect host, and supply a conditional trigger on Host
name equal to a specific label. 

C. Define a Cluster type alarm, monitor for the event Host status changed, and supply a specific label for each host. 

D. Define a Host type alarm, monitor for the condition Host status changed, and supply a specific label for each host. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

As part of a capacity planning exercise, a user needs a report of all reservations for all Business Groups within the
user\\'s department including the percentage used for machine quota, memory, and storage for powered-on virtual
machines. 

How should the user collect the data for this report? 

A. As a fabric administrator, select the columns needed in the Reservation work area and export the data in a
convenient form. 

B. Request that each Business Group Manager provide the Reservation data for the user\\'s department and combine
the results. 

C. Request that the database administrator pull the data needed from the appropriate database view exporting in CSV
format. 

D. As a fabric administrator, run the Reservation Summary Report from the Reports section in vCloud Automation
Center. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the Exhibit. 
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The vSphere administrator is configuring directory services for a host, as shown in the exhibit: 

What should the vSphere administrator do to configure the host to use CAM services? 

A. Check the Use vSphere Authentication Proxy checkbox. 

B. Set Select Directory Service Type to "CAM services". 

C. Specify "CAM$" for the Domain. 
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D. Set Trusted Domains to "cam\name.tld" where name.tld is the domain that the host is joining. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Once an administrator has added a new property definition to the Properties Dictionary, in which two places can it be
used? (Choose two.) 

A. In a Build Profile 

B. In a Machine Blueprint 

C. In an Entitlement 

D. In a Service Blueprint 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the Exhibit. 
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While building an application blueprint, the administrator cannot add a vPostgres database service to the new operating
system, as shown in the exhibit: 

What is needed to resove this? 

A. Drag and drop vPostgres from the Services menu onto the new operating system. 

B. Delete the current operating system and deploy a new Database Server that includes vPostgres. 

C. Drag and drop a vPostGres Application Component to join the existing operating systemand vPostGres objects. 

D. Add an External Service Instance Profile to the Deployment Environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator deploys vCenter Operations Manager for an environment consisting of 5,200 virtual machines. The
appliance begins collecting data from the environment. 

A week after deployment, when the administrator tries to connect to the user interface, a 404 error is displayed. 

What is the most probable cause for the error? 

A. The UI virtual machine is out of memory. 

B. The UI virtual machine is out of disk space. 

C. The Analytics virtual machine is out of memory. 

D. The Analytics virtual machine is out of disk space. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator discovers that the same ten custom properties are used in most build profiles. 
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What is the best solution to avoid having to always enter the same ten custom properties in the build profile? 

A. Create a Property Set xml file and upload to vCloud Automation Center. 

B. Create a Property Set xaml file and upload to vCloud Automation Center. 

C. Create a Property Set xml file and upload to vCloud Automation Center Advanced Services. 

D. Create a Property Set xaml file and upload to vCloud Automation Center Advanced Services. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

A vSphere administrator is attempting to upgrade an ESXi host using vSphere Update Manager. 

The administrator has attached the baseline and remediated the host. Update Manager reports the remediation process
has completed successfully. However, upon inspection the host is not upgraded. What is the most likely reason for this
issue? 

A. The ESXi host has less than 10MB free in its /tmp directory. 

B. The user performing the upgrade has insufficient privileges. 

C. The Update Manager service has not been configured with root level access to the host. 

D. The baseline has been configured using an invalid ISO image. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What role does a user need in order to request and manage machines on behalf of other users? 

A. Fabric Group Manager 

B. Tenant Adminstrator 

C. IaaS Administrator 

D. Support User 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What type of items can be included in a service blueprint? 

A. A bash script 

B. vCenter Orchestrator workflows 
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C. Advanced Service Designer advanced services 

D. Machine or multi-machine blueprints 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator needs to change the network a virtual machine will attach to. The virtual machine is deployed using
vCloud Automation Center, but when the administrator attempts to modify the configuration, the requested network is
not displayed. 

Why is the network unavailable in the interface? 

A. It is unavailable in the Provisioning Group. 

B. It is unavailable in the Reservation. 

C. It is unavailable in the Blueprint. 

D. It is unavailable in the Build Profile. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A vSphere administrator creates a new vSphere Distributed Switch. The administrator receives notice from the service
desk that a cluster of vSphere hosts has disconnected from vCenter Server. This disconnect occurred immediately after
the new switch was created. This vSphere Distributed Switch is the only distributed switch managed by vCenter Server.
The virtual machines are still functional and the applications are still accessible by end users. 

On the ESXi hosts, which step must the vSphere administrator take to allow vCenter Server to reconnect? 

A. Use the Direct Console User Interface to reattach the management vmnic to the appropriate switch 

B. Use the Direct Console User Interface to disable lockdown mode on each affected host 

C. Use the ESXi Shell to restart the mgmt-vmware service on each affected host 

D. Use the ESXi Shell to restart the vSphere Web Client service on each affected host 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which feature requires an administrator using an RDM to configure it with virtual compatibility mode? 

A. vMotion 

B. Virtual Machine Snapshots 
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C. High Availability 

D. N-port ID Virtualization 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

To comply with security requirements, an administrator with a vCenter Server Appliance needs to force logoff of the
vSphere web client after 10 minutes of inactivity. 

What should the administrator do to meet the requirement? 

A. Edit: /var/lib/vmware/vsphere-client/webclient.properties, modify session.timeout=10 

B. Edit: /opt/vmware/vsphere-client/webclient.properties, modify session.timeout=600 

C. Edit: /var/lib/vmware/vsphere-client/webclient.properties, modify session.timeout=600 

D. Edit: /opt/vmware/vsphere-client/webclient.properties, modify session.timeout=10 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A vSphere administrator is attempting to migrate a virtual machine, but the progress bar for the migration 

remains at 10%. 

Which issue could be preventing the vMotion migration? 

A. A networking problem between the source and destination hosts exists at the physical layer. 

B. The virtual machine is not on shared storage visible to the source and destination hosts. 

C. The vMotion migration priority for this migration was set to High. 

D. The vMotion network is saturated. 

Correct Answer: A 
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